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How a Reddit army brought an Australian lingerie
icon back from the dead

Elle Macpherson in 1998 with models dressed in her eponymous underwear range. Her break with
Bendon in 2014 marked the start of the company’s financial woes.
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emperatures were near freezing in January and the strict COVID-19
lockdowns in Anna’s European hometown meant the 30-something

retail investor was spending hours glued to her screens.
Anna works in education by day but often spends extra hours searching for
penny stocks worth betting on. In the days after Christmas her screen, and
those of countless others around the globe, had started to hum with
activity. A movement of retail traders was coalescing around the idea that
money could be made from taking down Wall Street hedge funds. All they
needed to do was pile into some of the worst companies on the market in
sufficient numbers that the short-selling hedge funds would be caught out.
American video game retailer GameStop
GameStop
GameStop and theatre chain AMC
AMC
AMC
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment were the early movers, and within days traders on Reddit
forums like r/wallstreetbets were reporting tidy profits as share prices
began to climb.

Chairman of Naked Brand Group Justin Davis-Rice. Rhett Wyman

Anna was looking for the next big thing when she noticed one little-known
stock being mentioned more often. Redditors were posting excitedly about
the possibility of sending Naked Brand (NAKD) shares “to the moon” and
“making the hedge funds cry”.

“Everyone was talking about it,” Anna tells AFR Weekend over a Zoom call.
“There was lots of chatter about it being the next GameStop.”
Anna didn’t know it at the time, but while the company being touted as a
hedge-fund killing trade was listed on New York’s tech-heavy Nasdaq
exchange, its main business was actually a household brand familiar to
almost every woman in Australia and New Zealand.
Bendon, the maker and purveyor of lingerie and swimwear, had hoped to
take brands including Loveable, Pleasure State, Davenport and Heidi Klum
Intimates to America. But by last Christmas it was in big trouble. Naked
was weeks away from being delisted by the Nasdaq. Short sellers had been
so busy hoovering up the stock that it had become one of the five mostshorted companies in America, as a percentage of its shares on issue.
Failure, they thought, was just a matter of time.
Traders like Anna, however, had other ideas.
Having researched the 74-year-old company and identified its ties to
supermodel Heidi Klum and, previously, Elle ‘The Body’ Macpherson, and
its ownership of the Fredericks of Hollywood online retailer, Anna decided
that despite its cratering share price since relisting in 2018, Naked was a
buy.
“Based on the information I found, I was like, bring it on,” Anna says.
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Anna bought her first $US25,000 ($33,400) worth of Naked stock in the
second week of January and within a week had tripled her investment. She
wasn’t alone.

Sign up for our AFR Weekend newsletter here.

“Every single investing sub-Reddit was talking about the next GameStop
and how we could all pile into something else,” says William, a San
Francisco-based Reddit-trader who goes by the handle
Efficient_Transact_387.
“Turns out that something else was NAKD.”

Justin Davis-Rice grew up on Sydney’s quiet north shore and went to private boys’ school Knox. Nic
Walker

What follows is a rescue story for the ages. Months of investigation and
interviews with more than a dozen sources reveal the story of how Naked
Brand Group – the minnow barely keeping the lights on as it grappled with
falling sales at its Bendon stores and severely restricted cash flows – was
rescued by a mob of small investors looking to take down the big end of
town.
It’s a tale of a failed relationship with a supermodel, a disastrous attempt to
tap into the US capital markets, an 800 per cent share bounce, a deftly and
hastily raised $US270 million, and aaa$NZ1
$NZ1
$NZ1($1.33)
($1.33)
($1.33)management
management
managementbuyout
buyout
buyout to
stave off liquidation. And it’s a story of how Naked’s publicity shy, Sydneybased chairman and chief executive, Justin Davis-Rice, hopes to parlay the
luckiest break of his life into a lucrative new path for his company.
To understand how Naked turned into “Australia’s GameStop”, it’s
necessary to know the people behind the company and how it went, in a
few short years, from a high-flying intimate apparel business to the brink
of insolvency. It’s a story that starts with Davis-Rice, Kiwi playboy
businessman Eric Watson and supermodel Elle Macpherson.

When opportunity knocks
For a man who’s spent much of his adult life in the high-glamour orbit of
lingerie shows and supermodels, 50-year-old Davis-Rice’s origin story is
decidedly unsexy.
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Davis-Rice grew up in North Turramurra, a quiet, leafy suburb on Sydney’s
upper North Shore. His mother was a make-up artist and his father worked

in insurance, and they sent Justin to Knox Grammar, one of the city’s top
private boys schools.
Davis-Rice left at 15 and started work as a photocopier at Research
Technology, where he helped collate reports for stockbroker clients. He
might not have been cut out for school but from the start Davis-Rice
understood that hard work could be rewarded. He stayed late to question
the tech team and improve his understanding of computers, or to help out
the sales support team. He was promoted into that team and by 19 had
landed a sales job with Tech Pacific, an IT wholesale distributor now
owned by Ingram Micro.
Davis-Rice worked in two more IT-related businesses before catching a
break when in 1999 he was introduced to the top end of town via a friend’s
father, Neville Miles, who was a former Ord Minnett Securities managing
director and long-time business associate of Brian
Brian
BrianSherman.
Sherman.
Sherman. Sherman, a
high-flying fund manager in the ’80s and ’90s, sold EquitiLink Group for
$152 million to Scottish fund manager Aberdeen in 2000.

Pleasure State co-founders Kay Cohen, left, and Davis-Rice in 2007. Louise Kennerley

Miles and Sherman had formed a personal fund, I2E (Investment to
eBusiness), to invest in emerging technology
technology
technologycompanies
companies.
companies Miles told AFR
Weekend that Davis-Rice was mostly involved in sales at one of their assets,
the
the
theelectronic
electronic
electronicpayments
payments
paymentsand
and
andATM
ATM
ATMbusiness,
business,
business, Pulse International.

“I know Justin through my oldest son,” Miles tells AFR Weekend from his
Byron Bay macadamia farm. “Justin came up to our beach house quite
often. He is a good salesman. He is a savvy kind of guy.”
“He was involved in Pulse, which ended in tears, but that was no fault of
Justin – we just couldn’t get the banks to engage and make that transition
[to ATMs]. He did a good job at Pulse where he was selling the point of sale
system and ATMs. Since then he has gone to the lingerie business, which is
up his alley.”
In 2002, Davis-Rice made a pivotal move. Using his knowledge of auto
teller machines he helped develop a company called Direct Cash, which
deployed ATMs to pubs and clubs and convenience stores. Cash was still
king and in 2003 the fast-growing business caught the eye of Bank of
Queensland, which promptly bought it. The sale delivered Davis-Rice a
windfall of about $2 million, and the luxury of time and money to
contemplate a fresh direction.
What happened next illustrates Davis-Rice’s knack for being in the right
place at the right time, and being able to quickly take advantage of
opportunities.
Former Bendon lingerie designer Kay Cohen was in a carpark in
Woolloomooloo when she first met Davis-Rice in May 2004. The pair got
talking and within months had decided to become partners in a new
business making and selling classy undies and bras. Each tipped in
$170,000 and Pleasure State was born.
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The plan was that Davis-Rice would help structure the funding and the
business, but remain a part-time non-executive director.

“I never planned on working in the business,” Davis-Rice tells AFR
Weekend over breakfast at Potts Point.
“But it became evident to me very quickly that Kay was an incredible
designer, and had an incredible understanding for the industry and
sourcing and the dynamics, but she needed someone commercial.”

Sophie Monk promotes the launch of Pleasure State’s BioFit bra with a performance at Catalina
restaurant in Sydney in 2007. Getty

Cohen, who lives in France and did not respond to interview requests,
launched Pleasure State’s first collection featuring French lace and silks at
Mercedes Fashion Week in Sydney that year. A scout from US giant
Victoria’s Secret was watching, on the hunt for new designs.
It was another lucky break for Davis-Rice. Victoria’s Secret was looking to
bolster its offer with select outside products it could include in its best
stores. Davis-Rice was invited to the Victoria’s Secret headquarters in
Columbus, Ohio, where then CEO Grace Nichols – the woman credited
with turning the US company into a global brand – told him that if
Pleasure State wanted a home run, then it should develop a technical
product that could launch at scale.
Her advice sank in fast.
In Australia, the design team began working to create a new product and
came up with the BioFit push-up bra. The bras were customised to each
cup size, resulting in cleavage appropriate to the woman’s bust size. Model
Model
Model
Sophie
Sophie
SophieMonk
Monk
Monkwas
was
wasrecruited
recruited
recruitedfor
for
forthe
the
the2007
2007
2007Australian
Australian
Australianlaunch
launch
launch and, singing
Salt N’ Pepa’s Push It, fronted a campaign that resonated with women
around the country: the Biofit bra became an instant hit.
In the US at the same time, Victoria’s Secret labelled it the “biggest bra
launch in history” and would go on to sell more than 20 million units.
Victoria’s Secret agreed to produce the new bras through its factory
partners, and for every one sold Pleasure State was making north of $US2.
Meanwhile Pleasure State’s bras, undies and corsets were also being sold
through department stores and boutiques in 35 countries, from The
Galeries Lafayette in France to Wild Orchid in Russia.
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Three years after their fortuitous meeting in Woolloomooloo, Davis-Rice
and Cohen had built Pleasure State into a profit machine turning over
about $30 million a year.
But as Davis-Rice tells AFR Weekend, this was the home run deal for
Pleasure State, one unlikely to be repeated. He began mulling his next
move.
In 2009, in an airport in Arkansas, the idea came when he saw an article
reporting the Bendon chief executive was moving on.

New Zealand playboy Eric Watson and supermodel Heidi Klum. NZ News

The deal, the playboy billionaire and Elle
People who have worked with Davis-Rice say he loves a deal.
“He is dogged when he wants an outcome – it’s hard to present him with
an alternative way of thinking,” says one former Bendon colleague. “He has
this adrenaline – he needs a new project, a new deal. The fastest way to
piss off Justin is to say it can’t be done. He would not accept that.”

Davis-Rice knew that London-based New Zealand businessman Eric
Watson owned Bendon. A week after seeing the news he was in London
making his case.
Eric Watson had a reputation as a playboy. In 2002, having recently bought
a share in the New Zealand Warriors NRL team, he snapped up Bendon for
$NZ59 million, outbidding a management consortium and a mystery
bidder said to be Solomon Lew. He moved to London the same year and
promptly found himself making headlines after a punch-up
punch-up
punch-upwith
with
withactor
actor
actor
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Russell
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By the time Davis-Rice flew in to see him in 2009, Watson was reportedly
one of New Zealand’s richest men.
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“Justin really looked up to Eric at the beginning of their friendship,” said
one of Davis-Rice’s former employees. “Eric had this cool demeanour and
effortless way about him. Eric has these white teeth and was tall and lean –
he looked like a model and was married to models. His suits were perfect
and beautiful.”
Ultimately, in 2011 Watson and Davis-Rice brought their businesses
together when Bendon bought Pleasure State for $12 million. Cohen sold
her one-third ownership and other high-profile investors, including adman
John Singleton, venture capitalist Mark Carnegie, Babcock & Brown’s
Trevor Loewensohn and Ironbridge Capital founder Julian Knights, sold
out too. All four men declined to comment when contacted by AFR
Weekend.

Watson sold down his stake in Bendon to just 33 per cent at the time of the merger. Getty

Davis-Rice vended 100 per cent of his equity into Bendon and became CEO.
While Watson and entities related to his Cullen Investments owned about
80 per cent of Bendon after the deal, he was happy to let Davis-Rice – who
owned the rest – run the business with his input into the strategy from
afar. Former Myer chairman and Woolworths finance director, Bill Wavish,

joined the merged company’s board as chairman. Wavish, who Davis-Rice
calls a mentor, left in October 2016. He declined to comment for this story.
While the Pleasure State business was humming, Davis-Rice took over a
Bendon that was in trouble. As well as its Bendon, Loveable, Davenport and
Hickory brands, the company had the global rights to distribute Stella
McCartney labels and, most importantly, the Elle Macpherson Intimates
line that had been a reliable seller for decades. And yet sales at its 52 stores
were going backwards: in the 2011 fiscal year its Australian unit posted a
loss of almost $NZ27,000.

The end of the affair
Bendon had been in a working relationship with Australian supermodel
Elle Macpherson for 25 years when, in 2014, she suddenly decided she
wanted to break up. The businesswoman declined to comment when
contacted by AFR Weekend, but at the time called the licensing deal
deal
dealwith
with
with
Bendon
Bendon
Bendon“restricting”
“restricting”
“restricting” and said she wanted to shift the brand’s focus to the
US. (The website for her subsequent business, Elle Macpherson Body,
established with Kayser chief Simon De Winter, now sells hoodies and tshirts seeming unrelated to the model, while her supplements business is
called WelleCo).
Davis-Rice reveals that Macpherson had plans to participate in a planned
public float of Bendon. She would have become the creative director and
taken a seat on the board, he says.
“She pulled the pin. That was the start of the downfall of the company –
having to rework all that stock around the world,” Davis-Rice says.
Former staffers describe it as a chaotic time. Bendon had three months to
ditch the Elle Macpherson Intimates brand from all product and store
fitouts around the world. Much of the Elle stock had to be discounted to be
sold quickly, further pressuring margins.
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Bendon quickly signed
signed
signedsupermodel
supermodel
supermodelHeidi
Heidi
HeidiKlum,
Klum,
Klum, who management
thought would resonate with consumers. She didn’t. Davis-Rice admits this
was a mistake since Elle was better known in Australia.
“We felt it was necessary to have a face ... it was the wrong decision. As a
result of the financial pressure of having to rebrand from Elle, we did not
have the funding to build a brand around another supermodel,” he says.

Heidi Klum promoting her Intimates collection in 2016. Simon Schluter

Last year Naked flagged it would pay Klum a $US3.5 million break fee after
deciding to cut its seven-year contract short by a year due to declining
sales. It had already exited the licence deal with Stella McCartney in 2018.

The glory days were over. In a fast-changing world Bendon store sales were
falling, and weren’t being replaced by online. Davis-Rice was faced with a
choice: watch the company slowly wither or do something dramatically
different. He chose the latter.

Nasdaq or bust
Bendon first revealed its plans to list in the
the
theUS
US
USin
in
inJanuary
January
January2017.
2017.
2017. The idea
was simple enough: reverse list on the Nasdaq exchange by taking a
controlling interest in small Canadian underwear and sleepwear retailer
Naked Brand Group, then use the access to the US capital markets to raise
badly needed cash.
The timing, however, could hardly have been worse. US retailers had had a
disastrous Christmas; department store Macy’s flagged the closure of 100
stores while rival Neiman Marcus pulled its float plans after five straight
quarters of declining comparable sales. Women’s apparel chain The
Limited closed all 250 of its stores.
But Davis-Rice persisted and on June 20, 2018, the merger and reverse
listing was completed. On that day the stock closed at $US850, with 22,958
shares outstanding. But as the number of capital raisings and share splits
grew, it started falling and two years later was trading south of $US1. As of
Friday Naked has a total of 842,760 shares.
From the start Davis-Rice had intended to use Naked’s existing shelf
prospectus to get the fundraising ball rolling as soon as the listing was
complete. A shelf prospectus can be issued in US capital markets, usually
when there is no intention to immediately sell all the securities being
registered. It allows a company to offer parcels of shares multiple times,
without having to go through the process afresh each time. The advantage
is the company can act fast to take advantage of good market conditions.
The downside is heavy dilution.
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But for Naked, there was a problem. Because it was a new foreign private
issuer, the Nasdaq would not allow the merged company to use the shelf
prospectus of the previously listed Naked company. A new shelf could not
be filed for another 12 months. Plans to invest for growth were on hold.
The original Naked Brand Group was founded by Joel Primus in 2008 with
the ambition of producing super comfortable and durable underwear.
Primus first met Davis-Rice at Roth Capital Partners’ conference in Florida
in 2016. The pair spent time together, including on a family ski trip to
Whistler.
After the merger Primus stayed with the company for about 18 months,
but admits that he wished he’d left at the time of the deal for the financial
gain, which had since evaporated.

“[Eric Watson] had his own issues outside of the business,” says Davis-Rice. Nic Walker

“It was painful to watch and be a part of,” he says from his farm in Canada.
“It was not for a lack of effort or intent as the company was unable to
execute on planned deals due to lack of capital.
“They had a lot of selling pressure from day one. Justin did what he had to
do to keep the company alive. It was not always the greatest, but he kept
things going.”
It wasn’t only Primus’s financial gain that had evaporated. Put simply,
Bendon – by far the main business of the combined group – was a mess,
barely limping along. It could not pay suppliers. Sales were falling since it
was unable to get stock. Margins were under pressure. And it was over
leveraged.
Bendon had already breached the covenants of its loan facilities with Bank
of New Zealand. And between September 2016 and July 2017, Bendon had

issued $US12.75 million in convertible loan notes at a whopping 15 per cent
interest.
Eric Watson had long been able to help Bendon when times were tough.
But he was facing his own issues and, according to the 2018 prospectus,
had sold down his stake in Bendon to just 33 per cent at the time of the
merger. But even after that his entities were still lending money to cashstrapped Naked. So too was his long-time associate, Tim Connell.
Things had become so tight that Connell lent Naked $US1 million to help
cover staff wages, according to US court documents. He would later sue
Naked, Bendon and Davis-Rice, alleging the short-term loan was not repaid
and certain shares issued to him in lieu of the debt were not registered for
resale. It would ultimately be settled when Connell was issued shares in
Naked.
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Watson, who did not return calls from AFR Weekend, had his Cullen Group
and more than a dozen related entities liquidated in December 2019, owing
owing
owing
the
the
theNew
New
NewZealand
Zealand
Zealandtax
tax
taxoffice
office
officeover
over
over$NZ100
$NZ100
$NZ100million
million.
million And it gets worse. In
October last year he began a four-month stay in London’s Pentonville jail
for contempt of court for allegedly hiding assets under his mother’s name
following a high profile court battle with former business partner, NZ Rich
Lister Sir Owen Glenn. Watson is now believed to be based on Spain’s party
island, Ibiza, with his family.

Simon Alekna

Davis-Rice has spoken to Watson a few times since his release but says he
is no longer involved with Naked or Bendon in any way.
“I had a long-term relationship with him because we did work together by
the nature of being shareholder partners in the business. But he had his
own issues outside of the business,” Davis-Rice says.
However Davis-Rice’s working relationships were not all so rosy. While
some people told AFR Weekend he was “incredibly generous”, others
described him as “driven” and “demanding”. Few wanted to speak on the
record.
Several former staff said Davis-Rice was a man of extremes: he would call
you from the sidelines of his kids’ sporting matches on weekends, and
expected you to come to work with the same level of intensity he did,
arriving first and being the last to leave.
No-one said he was shy of working hard.
That work, however, was doing little to halt Naked’s slide. Whether it was
due to a lack of product innovation, a failure to move quickly enough into
online sales channels or just back luck, Naked sank so far into trouble that
the board over 2019/20 hired Australian
Australian
Australianfirm
firm
firmAllunga
Allunga
AllungaCapital
Capital
Capital and NZ’s

Antipodes Private Investment Bank to sound out the market for either a
full sale of Bendon or individual brands. There was little interest.
It’s latest accounts revealed losses widening by $NZ14 million to $NZ68.3
million in the 12 months ended January 31, 2021. Revenue for the year fell
$NZ10 million to $NZ80 million – barely half the sales of 2016.
Multiple capital raisings were able to keep the company alive via complex
warrants and promissory notes – in effect, IOUs. All the while shareholders
were being diluted at a dramatic rate. By November last year the share
price had fallen to a low of US7c.
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One overseas institutional investor, who had bought shares and warrants
at $3 per share, said the stock was “trading like water”.
“Bankers went to [Davis-Rice] and said you can raise money when you can
– not when you need to,” he says. But then came the so-called NAKD
Army...

Davis-Rice admits he had only a vague idea about
Reddit and GameStop at the time.
“They suddenly raised money from retail – and to his credit it was genius.
The window was there,” he says. “There is now structural change in
markets and all companies should be aware of retail investors.”

Reddit to the rescue

On January 27 Davis-Rice woke up at around 2:30am in his Sydney home.
He often woke around this time to check what was happening in New York.
He had 15 missed calls. There were several text messages from Naked’s
bankers Maxim and its PR firm saying: “Call back urgently, Oh my god
stock is out of control. You have been hit by Reddit, call now, call now”.
“I almost fell out of bed,” Davis-Rice says. “We were trading at a market cap
of $US550 million and we had been about $US80 million the day before.”
Davis-Rice went to his home office and called his investment bankers.
Suddenly, there were deals to be done.
The timing could not have been better. Just weeks before a $US200 million
shelf prospectus – the instrument Naked had been hoping to use since
2018 – had finally been filed. Naked had already raised $US30 million out of
a $US50 million at the market facility (ATM). An ATM facility allows the
company to issue new shares directly on market, to quickly take advantage
of prevailing conditions.
Davis-Rice admits he had only a vague idea about Reddit and GameStop at
the time. What he wouldn’t have known was that in wintry northern
Europe Anna had become the unofficial leader of the NAKD Army of
Reddit investors.
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After weeks of low-level chatter on the r/WallStreetBets sub-Reddit, a
growing group of traders had descended on free trading platforms like
Robinhood to unleash their latest attack on the “shorters of Wall Street”.
“It is time for us apes to unite and #GET $NAKD!” reads one Reddit post by
a Miami-based trader, who goes by the name hooklineandsinker87.

Naked shares, which had been climbing since
December, rocketed from US45c to $US1.65, pushing its
market cap as high as $US900 million.
“Forget about the AMC and GME squeeze, NAKD is going to be a massive
constriction, we are going to crush them!!!!”
The Reddit traders were targeting hedge funds who make money by
borrowing a company’s stock from the owner, selling the stock, and then
buying the stock back to return it to the lender. They are betting that the
stock they sell will drop in price. If the stock does drop after selling, the
short seller buys it back at a lower price and returns it to the lender,
pocketing the difference.
The Reddit traders were orchestrating what’s known as a “short squeeze”,
where the share price actually rises and the shorters are forced to buy it
back at a potentially highly inflated price.

Jennifer Hawkins modelling Loveable lingerie in 2012. Bendon was the main asset of Naked Brand,
but was spun out in a management buyout in March.

“I knew there was a community forming, of dedicated investors who were
going to support this company through everything,” says Anna, who like
many people contacted by AFR Weekend through Reddit are reluctant to
share personal details.

Just like GameStop, the stock moved quickly. Within 24 hours, the
speculative pile-in sent it soaring 235 per cent as 100 million trades were
completed. A day later, it recorded a volume of 225 million trades.
Naked shares, which had been climbing steadily since December, rocketed
from US45c to $US1.65, pushing its market cap as high as $US900 million.
But it wasn’t just the NAKD Army having a good week on the market.
Unlike GameStop, which took months to get around to raising money at its
inflated share price, Davis-Rice wasn’t waiting for an invitation.
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As Reddit traders mopped up the balance of Naked’s $US50 million ATM
facility, Naked’s bankers suggested a block trade of between $US50 million
to $US100 million to further capitalise on the surging share price and
growing liquidity.
After markets closed, Maxim had an offer for a $US50 million placement
from six institutions. The stock was placed at $US1.70 each, a 20 per cent
discount to the after market close.
In the following days, Naked added another $US100 million to the ATM
facility, which it has progressively been selling down. From SEC filings, it
appears the company still has about $US30 million left from its $US200
million shelf.
Weeks later, on February 24 – having avoided the threatened Nasdaq
delisting – Naked pressed the button on $US100 million convertible notes
placement to three hedge funds: Esousa Holdings LLC, Streeterville Capital
LLC and Acuitas Capital LLC. At a conversion price of US93.5¢, all three
sold out of Naked. Streeterville, controlled by penny stock trader John Fife

of Chicago Venture Partners, had provided Naked debt funding five times
since 2019.
These toxic debt providers operate as the last stop for struggling
businesses and charge high interest for taking the risk. Upon conversion of
the notes they also get a discount to market price for the equity. The
conversion also means major dilution for the shareholder base. In other
words, however Davis-Rice chooses to use the money, he’ll want to make
sure it delivers a decent return.

Brave new world
In a statement to the market, Davis-Rice says he has a “transformative
business restructuring plan” to use his unexpected cash pile to buy other
businesses and turn Naked into a pure play e-commerce company.
Beyond that, the only certainty is that in Naked’s brave new world there
will be no room for running the Bendon business. Instead, after the failed
sales process and on the advice of FTI Consulting, Davis-Rice
Davis-Rice
Davis-Riceand
and
andBendon
Bendon
Bendon
chief
chief
chiefexecutive
executive
executiveAnna
Anna
AnnaJohnson
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Johnsonpushed
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management
managementbuyout
buyout
buyout of
the company, giving them control of the loss-making business for $NZ1.
The alternative, the report concluded, was administration or liquidation
that would have cost shareholders as much as $NZ40 million. It is unclear
what their plans are for the suite of Bendon brands.

Adam Aron, the CEO of cinema chain AMC, saw his share price rise almost 1000 per cent in
January. AP

As the institutional investor said, in the new world of meme stock traders,
chief executives have had to learn a new language to try to connect with,
and maintain the love from, small investors whose motivations often
simply don’t add up on any traditional metric.
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Adam Aron, the CEO of cinema chain AMC, is the prime example. Sitting
on a $US5 billion debt pile and with audiences decimated by the pandemic,
he’s gone hard on Twitter and video to sell an aggressive growth plan
directly to his new champions, a plan that few, if any, professional analysts
believe in. He’s even launched a rewards program (free popcorn) for
investors. And it’s worked. After seeing his share price rise almost 1000 per
cent in January, his willingness to treat the ‘apes’ as the saviours they are
has helped the stock to a point 2700 per cent higher than where it was on
January 1.

By comparison, Davis-Rice has been virtually invisible.
“When I talk to the market I want to articulate the execution of a strategy
rather than words with no substance,” he says. A hint at what that might
involve comes from the fact Naked recently listed a new shelf prospectus
for an undisclosed amount, just in case more fast cash is needed – possibly
for an acquisition.
That’s cold comfort to investors who bought in when Naked was trending
back in January and February. The stock has been trading around the
US65c mark for months after encountering selling pressure when its
annual report revealed that the US Securities and Exchange Commission
requested documents and information for its investigations into the
Reddit-driven trading frenzy. And while Naked’s share price and $US512
million market cap remain way above the dark days of last November,
Nasdaq has again put it on a disqualification watch list. Naked must trade
at or above $US1 a share for 10 consecutive days before October 25 or it will
be delisted.
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The attitude of some Naked investors is summed up in this exchange on
Reddit.
“Just added 123,676 shares yesterday at 0.625 to reach total of 442,646 and
targeting 1M! WE ARE NOT SELLING,” said one.

“Dude, if I was holding 442k+ shares, I would walk into the CEO’s office and
bitch slap him into shamelessly promoting Naked Brand like the My Pillow
guy on every cable & social media outlet available ..... “made with only the
finest Giza cotton”....

Advertisement

The radio silence is not deterring Anna, who says the NAKD Army is now
thousands strong.
“We are cheering each other and the company on, hoping it will go to the
moon,” says Anna. Her level of commitment – “I’ve never sold a single
share and never will”, she said this week – neatly illustrates just how much
the breed of so-called “diamond hands” ultra-loyal traders is upending
traditional, logic-based, engagement with the markets.
For his part, Davis-Rice, now the largest equity holder in Naked with more
than 5 per cent of the stock, says there is no longer any need to dilute the
share register to save the company. He’s selling a bright, if almost entirely
opaque, future.
“I’m not a quitter, I’m a fighter, I’m a survivor against many odds.
“I’ve never once thought about walking away. Am I lucky? Yes – but you
create your own luck.”
Anna and her army will have to trust that his luck will hold.
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